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ABSTRACT
There are distinct differences between the estimation of specific floods from data
on specific rainfall events and the estimation of design or representative floods from
rainfall statistics.

The latter should be regarded as a more generalized procedure in

which high accuracy cannot be expected.

Many of the physical details of specific

events are irrelevant for the estimation of representative events.
It is shown that a single parameter is sufficient to express the time-distributing

characteristics of a watershed for design purposes.

The suggested parameter is the

representative lag which is closely related to the volume/peak ratio.
For small watersheds in western U. S. A . , it is demonstrated that the same return
period may be assigned to the design flood and the corresponding extreme rainfall.
This finding is not expected to apply to all climatic situations but it may be a reasonable
assumption in the absence of any other information.
The rational-loss rate method, which is presented in this paper , is suggested for
estimating extreme floods from extreme rainfall because of its simplicity, flexibility
and consistency with the r equirements and limitations of the problem .

However, it

does not give very sat isfactory reproductions of the 10 year floods on the test wate rsheds and cannot be strongly supported by this performance.

The estimation of

median loss rates is the weakest aspect of the rational-loss rate method and furthe1·
investigation of this particular topic seems justified.
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ESTIMATING DESIGN FLOODS FROM EXTREME RAINFALL
by
Frederick C. Bell*

Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
Design floods are hypothetical or typical events
1. Estimating design floods . When possible, design floods should be estimated directly from observed that represent rare occurrences. The degrees of
streamflow data or from a combination of streamflow
"rareness" of these occurrences may be expr essed by
and rainfall data. Neither of these is usually possible
their probabilities or return periods, which seems
for small watersheds (less than, say, 50 square miles) necessary if they are to be given any quantitative
because only a small percentage of such watersheds
significance. Design floods need not correspond with
has been gaged. In most cases it is necessary to esti- any specific events nor any specific times as they
mate small watershed design floods either from exare essentially average or maximum values that may
treme rainfall data or from regional studies of the
be expected over very long periods. The estim ation
type suggested by the U. S. Geological Survey [1].
of design floods should therefore be regarded as a
statistical or probabilistic procedure, in contrast to
There are numerous methods available for
the estimation of specific floods which is mainly
estimating design floods from extreme rainfall data,
deterministic.
for example, the traditional "rational" formula, the
U. S. Soil Conservation Procedure [2], the hydroRecorded specific floods are sometimes
graph-loss rate procedure (see Chapter 4) and the
adopted for design purposes, usua:J.ly with modifications
TMP method [ 3) . Some of these have been reviewed
such as arbit rary increases in magnitude. Relatively
and compared by Chow [4], and also by Hiemstra and
elaborate techniques for estimating specific floods are
Reich [5] whose findings suggest that no available
also used to estimate design floods by assuming critical patterns and quantities of rainfall, minimu m infilmethod is very reliable.
tration rates and so on. In most of these procedures
It is the purpose of this s tudy to examine
the calculated design floods have unknown return
periods because no considerations are given to the
various aspects of design flood estimation, using
theoretical physical considerations coupled with analy· probabilities and joint probabilities of the adopted
ses of data from sample watersheds in western U. S. A. conditions. The results consequently have little
It is hoped that the results of the study will contribute
quantitative significance and under such circumstances
towards the development of better procedures than
it is difficult to justify much computational complexity.
are available at present.
More generalized methods are preferable for
2. The general problem. There is a common
estimating design floods corresponding with given
failure to discriminate between the estimation of
return periods. These methods should be concerned
specific flood events and the estimation of design or
with the broad hydrologic conditions appropriate for
representative flood events . Although these are
the return periods, rather than with the physical declosely related in some aspects they are rather
tails of specific events.
different problems each with its own special features .
The above points may seem fairly obvious
Specific floods and design floods. Shortbut much recent work in this field suggests that they
term flood forecasting is a typical example of the esti - are not widely appreciated. For example, the suitamation of specific flood events. In this problem it
bility of the rational formula for design flood estimamay be necessary to forecast the peak flood levels
tion is commonly criticized because it fails to account
and times of occurrence resulting from heayy rain
for detailed differences between individual floods
that has just fallen, perhaps for the purpose of evacu(such as effective rainfall durations). However, it
ating a threatened community or for the operation of
is this very characteristic of generality that makes the
a major reservoir. Successful estimates usually
rational formula more suitable for design flood estiinvolve detailed physical considerations of the premation than most of the other recommended methods.
vailing conditions such as tre rainfall intensities,
Similar examples may be seen in recent evaluations of
soil moisture and other factors that may influence the
design flood procedures by their "errors" in reproparticular flood, Statistical or probabilistic considducing observed specific floods without regard to
erations do not play a major role in these procedures
their return periods. Such evaluations are misleading
although they are quite useful in the efficient specifibecause these "errors" and the associated standard
cation of some highly variable factors and also in
deviations are virtually meaningless unless both the
assessing the likely errors in the estimates.
estimated and observed floods can be linked to the
same return periods.
*Research Officer, School of Civil Engineering, University of New South Wales, Australia.

Is it possible to estimate return periods
accurately? Even when long records of streamflow
data are available for a given watershed it is not
possible to estimate accurately the return periods of
extreme floods. This may be shown by Table 1 which
gives the 68o/o confidence intervals for estimates of
various return periods when 25 year s and 100 years of
records are available.

The values of Table 1 may be calculated from
data presented in U. S. Geological Survey Water
Supply Paper 1543-A [ 1J, assuming that the flood
peaks conform with the probability distribution suggest ed by Gumbel [6) . Even if this assumption is in
error (up to a moderate degree) the general order of
accuracy indicated by T able 1 should still apply.

TABLE 1 68o/o CONFIDENCE LIMITS FOR ESTIMATING RETURN PERIOD

Estimated

Estimated

50 Yr Return Period 1 00 Yr Return Period 500 Yr Return Period

2 5 Years of Records

12 to 220 Yrs

1 5 to 400 Yrs

16 to 2.200 Yrs

100 Years of Records

2.5 to 1 00 Yrs

40 to 2.50 Yrs

60 to 1500 Yrs

of design floods from ext reme rainfall it is necessary
to use such methods because no better alternatives
are available (in the absence of long s treamflow
records) . Large errors are likely to arise from the
sampling limitations of the rainfall data (as discussed
previousl y), and, relative to these, some of the
possible computational refinements would make insignificant differences to the required estimates. From
the point of view of estimation efficiency, · therefore,
only simpl e generalized relationships between rainfall and floods are worth considering. Fortunately,
this is compatible with the previous cont ention t hat
generalized rel ationships are desirable for estimating
representative events, as ,s:ompared with the detailed
rel ationships required for estimating specific events.

It may be seen, therefore, that the "true"
return period of an estimated 100 year flood is likely
to be as low as 40 years or as high as 250 years when
the record of streamflow is particularly long, viz. 100
years. The s ituation may be considerably worse when
greater return periods and shor ter records are involved. In the case of small watersheds it is not
often that one obtains records longer than about 2.5
years, and under these circumstances t h e assigning
of return periods to rare floods is us ually no more
than a very rough approximation.

The above refers to the direct estimation of
extreme floods from s treamflow recor ds but s imilar
results may be expected for the estimation of extreme
rainfall from rainfall records. It seems impossible,
therefore, t o obtain good estimates of design floods
from rainfall data (within our present technology)
because all the methods attempting this involve sources
of error that are additional to those already mentioned
However, it is better to have a rough idea of the flood
corresponding to the required return pe riod and
possib ly make allowances for the wide margin of uncertainty, than to base one 1 s design on an arbitrary
flood of completely unknown frequency.

Keepi ng the above issues i n mind, the
problem of estimating the 100 year flood (for example)
from extreme rainfall data, may be resolved into the
following three parts:
(a) What is the most appropriate or typical
f r equency, depth and duration of rainfall
associated with the 100 year flood?
(b) What are the most appropriate abstractions
from this rai nfall to account for infiltratim
and similar "loss" factors?

Systematic allowances for the margin of unce r tainty in design criteria would be a good topic for
further investigation. The "risk of failure" concept
is already well established but this only takes into
accou nt the return period of the design flood and the
desir·ed "life" of the structure (see Gilman, [7], page 9:i9). Additional risks are incurred by the uncertainties in estimating the design flood and it should be
fairly straight-forward matter to develop simple
a llowances for this factor.

(c) What is the most appropriate hydro graph
or time distribution of runoff associated
with (a) and (b)?
The answers to questions (a) and (b) depend to
a certain extent on the time-distributing characteri stics of the watershed which a re the subject of question
(c). It is therefore advantageous to examine (c) first,
as will be done in Chapter 3. Before this, however,
the sample watersheds and floods will be described
briefly.

The search for an efficient method. Although
it seems impossible to obtain very reliable estimates

2.

Chapter II
THE SAMPLE WATERSHEDS AND FLOODS
A large amount of flood data is being assembled
at Colorado State University as part of the Small
Watershed Hydrology Program. This provided the
main source of data for the analyses to be described.
Additional information was obtained from publications
of the Agricultural Research Service [8], the U. S.
Geological Survey [9] and California Department of
Water Resour ces [ 10] , as summarized in Tables 2
and 3 which list the relevant parti culars of all watersheds studied.

(a) Extreme floods caused mainly by winter
storms of relatively long duration ( 12
hours to 6 days) . The term "extreme " is
intende d to apply to eve nts with return
pe-riods exceeding 10 years.
(b)

Extreme floods caused mainly by summer
thunderstorm s of short duration ( 1/ 2 to
6 !hours).

(c) Extreme floods caused by storms of long
durat ion and short duration, seasonal
effects being l ess pronounced than for (a)
and (b) .

It was decided to give special attention to western

U . S. A . where there a r e certain flood-producing conditions that have proved troublesome in other studies
[5' 11' 12] .

(d) Extreme floods that usually include large
volumes of snowmelt.

1. F lood-producing conditions for the sample
watersheds. The climatic factors associated with
floods in western u . S. A. are s o variable and complex
that their individual effects cannot be r eadily identified
or separated when one attempts to analyse data from
the area as a whole. A first step towards overcoming
this difficulty is an appropriate grouping of wate r s h eds
so that conditions within each group are not too heterogeneous. For this purpose, four different types of
flood- producing conditions m ay be distinguished in the
area of interest, viz :

The above are referred to as "flood groups "
and their appr oximate geographical distributions are
s hown in figure 1 which is based on analyses of the
available data and various references [8, 9, 13]. It
was decided to exclude the snowmelt floods f rom the
study because these require different treatments and
dat a from (a), (b), and (c) which will be called "winter,"
"summer" and "mixed" flood groups respectively.

~ Extreme floods associated mainly with
t:::::::::::f winter storms of relatively long duration
Extreme floods associated mainly with
summer thunderstorms of short duration
~Extreme floods associated with long
~ duration and short duration storms
Extreme floods in which snowmelt contributes a large part of the flood runoff

IIJIII)

D

Fig. 1 E xtreme flood- producing conditions for small watersheds in western U.S. A.
3

The flood groups differ not only in rainfall
characterist ics but also in vegetation and topography.
Most watersheds in (a) have good pasture or forest
covers and tend to have moderat e to steep t opography.
They should also have relatively small storm l oss
r ates hecause the floods occur in winter when evapotrans piration is low and soil moisture is high.
The s ummer flood group (b) , includes most
of the arid and semi-arid parts of U.S. A. Watersheds
in these regions have poorer vegetation, flatter
slopes and higher storm loss r ate s . Watersheds i n
the mixed flood group are gene rally somewhere be tween (a) and (b) in most of these factors.
2. Watersheds used for flood analyses. T he
initial selection invo lved all watersheds in the
Colorado State University data collection that fulfill
the following conditio ns :
(a) located within the three main flood groups
of figure 1,

As this did not provide a sufficiently large
sample , some additional watersheds having only 3
a nd 4 flood events were added from the Color ado State
University data collection and t he other sources
previousl y mentioned (8, 9, 10) . The locations of the
compl ete selection are shown in figu r e 2 and th eir
general p a rticulars are listed in Table 2. It s hould
be not ed that each flood group has about the same
number of watersheds and a s imilar dis tribution of
watershed sizes.
3. Watersheds used for testing conclus ions. A
different set of watersheds was selected for testing
the conclusion s of the studies. The main requirement
in this selection was a long period of s treamflow data
so that reasonable, direct estimates of extreme floods
could be obtained. In this regard, onl y 20 wat ersh eds
unde r 50 square m iles could be found wi th more t han
20 years of records. They are listed in Table 3 and
their locations are shown in figure 2.
The t,est watersheds are not completely com parable with the wate r sheds selected for the main
analyses because they are generally larger and not so
evenly distributed amongst the three flood groups. These

(b) having at l east 5 flood e vents with com plete rainfall and s t reamflow data.

TABLE 2 WAT E RSHEDS USED FOR FLOOD ANALYSES
A•·ca
Sq. Mil('S

Flood-Soil
Class

Vegetation
Cover

Rep.
L ag.

W- B
W-C
W-A
W -C
W -B
W -C
W- 8
W-A
W -A
W-C
W -8
W -C

B
A
B

0.75
3. 3

D

Wint er Flood Group
05-0Z-01
05-0Z-OZ
05-0Z - 07
05 - 0Z-14
05-03-05
IZ-04-01
IZ-04-03
IZ-04- 04
47-04-04
10
Eagle Lake, Cal.
Newberg, Or. 8
PlacervUle, Cal. 8

0. 16
7, 05
4.80
ZJ. 8
0.87
0. II
O. Z3
O.Z8
I. 19
0. 91
0. oz
0. 06

Summer Flood Group
65-05-28
Colorado Springs. Colo. 8
03- 06-01
03-06-0Z
03-06-04
03-06-06
03-06-19
31-06-01
31 - 06- 03
31-09-01
31-09-04
Santa Rosa. N. M . 8
43-08-01
36-08-15

0.94
0.06
o. 81
I. 07
0.88
I. 13
43.9
0. 95
33.0
0. I S
0.22
67.0
o. 15
0.62

8
14
II
II
IZ
II
14
II

S -C
S-B
S-B
S-B
S·B
S-B

tO

S- C

8
14

s-c

0. 14
0. 3Z
0. 15
o. 90
0.48

31
31
31
32
3Z

Mixed Flood Group
36-08-01
36-08-0Z
36-08-03
43-09-01
43-09-07
43-09- 09
43-09-Z 3
43-09-28
15- 11-01
27 - 07-01
27- 07 - 0Z
27-07-03

30
18
15
19
24
13

zz

22

zo
15
40
37

A

A
B

c
c
c

A

c
c

S- B·
S-B

19
Zl

S-B

D

M -C
M-C
M-B
M -C
M-B
M - C
M -C
M· C
M - B
M-B
M -B
M - 8

c

O. l Z

32

7. 01
1.26
3. 01
o. 74
0. 64
3. Z6

28
39
32
Z3
Z3
Z3

. 64
. 25
. 65
.40
.59

D
D

13

s-c

4.5
z. 7
.63
.90
. 80
I. 50
z. 70
.40
. 64

D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

s-c
s -c

z.s

c

c
c
c
c
c
B
B

c
c
c
c

• 62
I. 44

0. 58
I. 55

.25
0. 36
2. 60
. 40
.40
.58
. 58
I. 84
I. 25
.67
. 66
3. 30
1. 50
I. 45
I. OS
.84
1. 70

In the above flood-soU classes W- B, for example, refers to winter flood g-roup a nd
soil group B. Soil g roups are as defined by S. C. S. in r ef. z. Vegetation groups a r e
defined in Figure 10.
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• Wotersheds used for deriv ing
flood parameters

• 'Mltersheds used for testino res..its

Fig. 2 Locations of watersheds used in study

differences do not seem likely to be an important
source of bias in testing the conclusions.

the volume of rainfall over the entire watershed must
be estimated from one or two station records which
repr esent a minute sample of the total area. For
small watersheds the resulting errors may vary from
a few percent in steady, uniformly distributed rain up
to 50% or more in "cloudburst" or local convective
rain which is characterized by variable space -time
concentrations. The latter type of rain is particularly
important in these studies, even when the flood-pro ducing storms are long- duration, winter occurrences.

4 . Difficulties with small samples. The recorded
flood events for each selected watershed may be
regarded as a sample of the flood chara cteristics of
that watershed. The parameters derived from the
samples provide estimates of the requir ed flood.
characteristics , and th e mean values of the vanous
factors would normally be the main parameter s involed. However, when the s amples are very small
and there are high degrees of variability, the mean
is often a poor representative value because it is
affected considerably by erratic "outliers. " Under
these conditions the median is a more stable statistic
and it will therefore be used instead of the m ean for a
number of aspects of this study.

The parameters of any individual flood must
be regarded as very appr ox imate if their derivation
is strongly dependent on the calculated watershed
rainfall.

TABLE 3

The small size of each sample of· floods should
also be regarded as a n important contributor to the
deviations that may be expected in the rel ationships
to be derived.

WATERSHEDS USED FOR TESTING
RESULTS
Wat ershed
3 - 6- 18
5 - 2 - 55
5 - 2 - 66
5 - 5- 19

5 Other data limitations. In Chapter I it was
shown' that hydrologic frequency .of s~at~sti~al data
has a low accuracy due to sampling hm1tat10ns, particularly for extremes. The situati?~ is not mu~h
better for the basic r ecords of spec1flc hydrolog1c
events.

Devils Ck. , I daho
27 - 07 - 04
3 1 - 09 - 39

There are several sources of e rror in the
measurement of streamflows a nd these are particularzy
significant in large floods. Errors of the order of
:t 100/o would not be surprising for many of t he flood
peaks used in this analysis.

44 - 05 - 09

Most of the sample data has come from recording instruments operated by clockwork mechanism~
that are attended weekly. Gains or losses of 10 mmutes per week are considered quite rea:>onable .for
such instruments and time errors of t~1s ma.gmtude
may be expect ed especially when relatlng ramfall
times to runoff times.

Cosgrove Ck. , Cal.
Lost Ck. , Idaho
La moille Ck. , Nevada
Katzer Drain, Neb.
Madera Canyon, Texas

The least accurate part of the basic data,
however, is the watershed rainfall. In most cases

Granite Creek Az.

Tularosa Trib., N. M.
43-09-31
4 3 - 09 - 05
3 1 - 09 - 02
44 - 06 - 30

37 - 04 - 03
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Chapter III
TIME-DISTRIBUTING CHARACTERISTICS OF WATERSHEDS
The fundamental questions to be answered in this
section a re:
(a ) How many parameters are needed to efficiently
describe the time-distributing characteristics
of a watershed?
(b) Are the same parameters appropriate for
both common a nd r are floods? If not, what
is their r elationship?

appear to be some advantages, however, in simulating
waters heds with s imple storage systems that represent
different s tages of the flow, such as the slower flow
of the "land phase" and the faster flow of the " channel
phase. " These model watersheds have the following
fe atures :
(a) Fewer paramet ers than unit hydrographs.
(b) The parameters are easier to derive from
streamflo w data than those of unit hydrographs.

(c) What is the best way of estimating t hese
parameters for a watershed with no stream flow records?

(c) The parameters may be directly associated
with physical aspects of real watersheds.
They the refore have good prospects of b eing
related to measurable physical c haracteristics with a minimum of empiricism [ 16] .

1. Hydrograph analysis. The analysis of hydrograph s hapes has commanded an enormous amount of
attention from e ngineers and mathematically-oriented
hydrologists over the past few decades. Unfortunately
m ost of the emphasis has been on the mathematics of
the data r athe r than on the physics of the phenomena
and consequently there have been few results of
practical hydrologic significance .

(d) No restrictions are imposed on the mathematic form of the supply or inflow func tion,
(e. g. , unit hydrographs imply a c onst ant i nflow over the unit pe riod) .
(e) Applications involve only simple calc ulations
that do not normally require high-speed com puters.

The concept of the unit hydrograph continues
to play an i mportant role in practical hydrology because it is readily understood and s eems reasonable
from the physical point of view. Applications of the
concept are fair ly straight - forward, particularly with
high -speed computer techniques . For estimates on
ungaged watersheds it is often possible to use synthetic
a nd dimensionless unit hydrographs that are described
i n the standard textbooks .

A typical example of a simple watershed
storage model has been described recently by Ho [ 17) .
This has 3 param eters representing the 'l:lelay time s"
of (a) direct or surface runoff i n the land phase , (b)
indirect or subsurface runoff in the land phase. a nd
(c) channel flow.

If required, a greater measure of sophistication a ppears to be available in the more advance d
instantaneous unit hydrograph, which can be regarded
~.s the kernel function of a convolution integral. This
provides a wide scope for many interesting and erudite
mathematical exercises.

Somewhat s imilar to the s torage approach are
mathematical models of watersheds derived by a s suming various hydraulic mechanisms of runoff [1 8 , 19] .
T hese could becom e very useful and logical methods
if s implified or streamlined for practical problems.

Despit e all the above developments, a ny e s timates based on the unit hydrograph idea can be no
better than rough approxim ations, whether convolut ion
i ntegrals and high-speed computers are used or not.
Unit hydrographs do not represent a physically sound
r el ationship between rainfall and runoff, as may be
demonstr ated by el ementary hydraulic principles [ 14],
although t he approximation may be close enough in
many circumst a nces. Nevertheless , some real refinements are possib le by allowing for the "non-linearity' 'i n
various ways. Two practical examples of this are (a)
t he use of different unit hydrogr aphs for different
classes of s torms and (b) making system ati c adjustment to the estimated peak values, based on "trend"
[ 15] .

There are several methods of relating unit
hydrogr aphs to the inflow-outflow functions of idealized
s torage syst ems. These are· supposed to demonstrate
the physical s ignificance of t he unit hydrograph principle but most of the proposed s t orage s ystems are
too complicated or artificial to relat e to measurable
watershed parameters in practical situations. There
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Many other approaches have been proposed
with different types of mathem atical functions t o
describe the general hydrograph shape. Most of
these are highly empirical and consequently dif ficult
to relate satisfactorily to rainfall and watershed
characteristics, but some have significant advantages
for particular purposes.
While the mathemati cs of hydrographs continues to be a large and attractive topic for investigation, two important problems in this fie ld remai n
virtually untouched. These are :
(a) The e stimation of the supply or inflow
function from rainfall dat a , which can only be done,
in general, when the loss rates approach zero. This
seems to be necessary for the proper testing of
methods of hydrograph a nalysis but the issue is
us ually obscured by an emphasis on other factors.
(b) The separation of hydro graphs i nto com ponents of s urface runoff, interflow, base flow, etc . ,
which is usually considered necessary for flood
analyses. Contrary t o textbook assurances, different

methods of separation can make· quite large differences
in estimated flood values [20].

1.0

Some r ecent att empts to deal with these
problems have been described elsewhere by the
author (16, 21].
.

0 .8

The above survey has been concerned with
details of hydrograph analysis that a re important in
estimati ng specific flood events. Before returning to
the generalized conditions of design floods it is desirable to examine some of the details more closely.
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2. Effects of sup~ly rate on hydrograph peaks.
The term "supply rate 1 is applied to the net rainfall
rate after abstractions have been made for infiltration,
interception and similar losses. It is convenient to
examine the ratio of the hydrograph peak ( q) to the
average supply rate (i) assuming, initially, that the
supply rate is approximately uniform. According to
the linearity principle of unitgraph th eory [ 22] , the
ratio q/i s hould be a constant for a given duration of
s upply, D, i . e . it should be independent of the
magnitude of i.
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In a very thorough analysis, Machmeier ( 19]
has derived a t heoretical relationship between the
ratio q/i and i based on hydraulic considerations.
This shows the r atio increasing rapidly with i at
small values of i a nd increasing slowl y at large
values of i. The magnitudes of these effects appear
to agree fairly well with the field data analysed by
Body[ 15) , Sugawara (23) and the author [ 16] .

Fig. 3

Machmeier's dimensionless peak flow/supply
relationship (from reference 19).

shows q/i plotted against D/K for the 185 flood events
where K is the lag, defined as the time between the
center of the suppl y hyetograph and the center of the
resulting hydrograph. T e could not be used because

3. Effects of su 1 duration on h dro r a h
peaks. Machmeier s studies show that q i increases
with increasing D, the relationship being al most linear u;p to a point where q/i i s approximately 0. 80.
Further increases in D beyond this point result i n
slower increases in q/i until the ratio becomes almost
constant near a value of 1. 0. Similar res ults would
be expected if this anal ysis was based on unit hydrograph theory or on a watershed storage model.

it is impossible to estimate this value directly from
rainfall and streamflow data. An easy method of
estimat ing K is demonstrated in figure 6.

0

4. Combined effects of supply rate and duration.
The "time of equilibrium" has been used in various
hydrological studies , especially for estimates involving overland flow. It is de noted by T e and may be
defined as the time for the flow to increase from 0
to 0. 95 i, where i is a constant supply r at e of indefinite
duration.

1.5

Winter flood group
Summer f lood gr oup
Mixed flood group

o
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In Machmeier' s work, T e is shown to vary
inversely with i , i. e. smaller values of i have
larger values of T e · For high values of i , howe ver,
T e is almost constant. These conclusions are
apparently supported in studie s of real watershed data
by Pilgrim [ 24) and Laurenson ( 25) .

0 .5

When the supply duration D, is converted to
a ratio of T e ' the combined effects of supply rate and
duration may be expressed by the dimensionless
relati.onship of figure 3, according to the analyses of
Machmeier. Similar dimensionless relationsh1ps
have been proposed by Chow [4], using "lag" instead
of T , and also by Henderson [26], using the base
e
width of the i nstantaneous unit hydrograph i nstead of
T . These relationships are general and shoul d apply

e

to most watersheds, provided the supply rate is
reasonably constant.

2.0

Supply durotion/ log ratio,

Fig. 4 Dimensionless peak/ s upply relationship for
all floods
Other time parameters considered possible
alternatives to T e ' were the rise time, hydrograph
base width and the time between center of supply and
hydrograph peak. All of these were found to be more
variable than K.
The s upply hyetographs were calculated for
each event with the aid of a computer by assuming a
constant loss rate and subtr acting this fr om the

The above ideas have been t ested with the sample
of watershed data from western U. S. A. Figure 4
7

estimated watershed rainfall. The value of the loss
rate was selected s o that the supply volume was equal
to the surface runoff volume. D and i were both
determined from the supply hyetograph, ignoring any
ve r y small rates at the beginning or end (less than
5% i) .

..

2

Figure 4 shows the theoreti cal relationshi p
between q/i and D/K according to Machmeier' s
a nalysis, (i n which K is regarded as a function of
i a nd D). T he q/i ratio for the largest flood of each
watershed is plotted against D/K in figure 5. Kr is
the "repr esentative l ag" which will be described in
the next section. It is approximat ely 10o/o shorter
than the m edian value of lag, as derived in figure 6 .

Winter flood group

o

flood group

•

Summtr

Mi xed f lood group

Flood

hycio'o9foph

Time

o

~ h~..---r;;rcl

Accumulated
runoff

iilOiiilir --tT-

1.0

• . Supply Hyetoqroph

-=±==----+------i
Tlloorotlcol relationship
occordlrwJ to Mochmeler

1.0

0 .5

T ime

2.0

1.5

Duration I rop. log rolla , 0/K

Fig. 6 Method of estimating lag from flood data.

Fig. 5 Dimensionless peak / supply relationship for
largest flood on each waters hed.
Figures 4 and 5 suggest the following:

Figure 7 agrees with other studies which show
that lag decreases with in creasing flood magnitudes,
te nding towards a constant minimum value [ 19, 24, 25] .
The "represent ative lag" is close to this minimum
value and may be defined as the average lag for extreme floods , i . e . with return periods exceeding ten
ye ars. The r egression line of figure 7 was used for
estimating the represe ntative lag of each watershed
from the median lag and the median flood probability,
(see Table 2).

(a) The general trend agrees fairly well
with Machmeier 1 s theoretical r elationship, considering that much of the scatter m ay b e attributed to
inaccurate estimates of i and D, and also to the
effects of non-uniform s upply rates.
{b) Figure 5 is of greatest interest for design
floods . In this there are no significant differences
between the flood groups, as far as the general rela tionship is concerned.

Figure 8 shows t he frequency distribution of
relative lags, using the values from all flood events.
It may be concluded that lags vary from about 60% to
140% of the m edian value, which is considerably less
variation than other hydrograph time parameters that
can be obtained directly from the data.

(c) For 'average " conditions associated with
lar ge floods , the hydrograph peak is related to the
supply rate and duration by:
q/ i

=

0. 9D

- K-

if

r

1. 00

if

D

ifr
D

Kr

L

~

1.1

1.1

}

( 1)

Equation ( 1} expre sses the main time- distribut ing characteristics required for design flood purposes,
using only one waters hed parameter, K r.
5. Variability of lag. "Relative lag" is defined
as the ratio of the actual lag to the median lag for the
particular watershed. This is a dimensionless flood
value that may be pooled with those of other watersheds to make up a large sample. In figure 7 the
relative lag of each flood event has been plotted against
the probability of the associated peak.
8

6. Estimating representative l ag. A method
must be provided for estimating t he representative lag
from physical characteristics of watersheds. In other
approaches the "time of concentration" i s used for
similar purposes a nd this may be estimated from the
slope and length of the main channel [ 2, 3) • Unfortunately these factors were found to be useless for·
estimating the representative l ag.
This p oint may be demonstrated by figure 9
in which some attempt was made to relate time of
concentration to lag. A similar result was obtained
by OmKar [ 11) , working with hydrograph rise times,
and it seem s that something is amiss with the t i me
of concentration concept, at least as far as small
western watersheds are concerned.
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For large streams, Hoyt and Langbein ( 1 3)
show lag as a function of area, viz:
lag (hours) " M x (area in sq. miles) 0 ·4

(2)

where M varies from 1.0 to 3.0 depending
largely on the channel storage characteristics.
The following for mula is better for the small
sample watersheds:
representative lag (hours) " M x (area in sq
miles)0.33
·

means of estimating the design hydrograph given the
volume of runoff and a single watershed time parameter.' i.e. the rise time or the hydrograph base time.
Th1s approach may also be used with equation ( 1) for
providing complete design hydrographs. After the
peak has been estimated by equation ( 1), its time of
occurrence and any other ordinates may be calculated
from the appropriate ordinates of one of the recognized
dimensionless hydrographs.
Equation (1) may be manipulated as follows:
q/i

( 3)

0.90

"K;'"

where M varies from 0. 5 to about 3.0.
No significant correlations of M could be
found with any of the watershed parameters used in
the Colorado State University data program. These
par~:meters in.clude channel s lope , overland slope,
dramage dens1ty, shape factors and various precipitation parameters. The only factor that seems closely
rel ated to M is the vegetation cover as shown in
figure I 0.

i.e.,

qO

Q=

Cover group
B

c
0

Forest and good woodland
Good pasture and poor to fair woodland
Crops and poor to fair pasture
Very poor pasture and desert vegetation

q

0 . 60

The terms "good, " "fair" and "poor" have the
standard definitions recommended for the S.C. S.
classification of vegetation [ 2] .
The above is not intended to suggest that
slopes, etc. are always unimportant in estimating
lag, because these factors should have very significant effects under some circumstances. It is merely
stated that the study was unable to associate lag with
any factors other than area and vegetation for the
sample of conditions considered.

D

if

K

L

1.1

r

= Di

..9.

MeanM
2.05
1.50
1.15

0. 90
-Kr

1,1

where Q " total volume of surface runoff

The values of M do not vary greatly within
each of the adopted cover groups and the following
mean values may be used for estimation purposes:
A

<

if

t.tK
r

if

D

L

1.1 K

r

~

is called the volume I peak ratio and has the
physical dimensions of time. Equation (4) shows that
it is closely related to the representative lag and
should be approximately equal to the median lag (see
figure 7) . The ratio may therefore be used as an
alternative watershed time parameter if it is easier
to derive than the lag. Although this idea is not completely consistent with the conventional unit hydrograph
theory, it is supported elsewhere, notably in the
S. C. S. handbook ( 2) which also suggests that the ratio
is a constant for certain conditions.
Chow [ 4) and Henderson [ 26) both discuss the
effects of variability of supply rate on the resulting
flood peaks. Their conclusions are that highly variable
rates may cause flood peaks up to 15o/o greater than
peaks caused by uniform supply rates. It is likely
that these effects occur in the sample floods and they
are probably largely responsible for the difference
between equation ( 1) and the theoretical relationship
of Machmeier as shown in figure 5. Equations ( 1) and
(4) are based on the average relationship for largest
floods in figure 5 and this apparently allows for the
effects of supply variability for the average or representative conditions. It is therefore inappropriate to
make additional allowances for this factor if equations
( 1) and ( 4) are used for design purposes.

7 . Is a sin le arameter ade uate? Henderson
[ 26] and Ll.enhardt 27 bot present data to support

the contentlOn that only one major parameter is
normally needed to specify the time- distributing
characteristics of a watershed. Further support is
given by the dimensionless hydrograph concept that
has been developed by several different investigators
[2, 22, 27 , 28] . These independently derived hydrographs are all very similar in shape and provide a
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Chapter IV
THE DESIGN RAINFALL
An extreme flood is expressed by a single value,
i.e. the flood peak corresponding with a particular
return period. Extreme rainfall, however, is expressed by two values, i.e. the volume (or depth) and
the duration corresponding with a particular return
period. In estimating design floods from extreme
rainfall it is necessary to decide what durations and
frequencies are most appropriate and these two variables are then used to determine the required design
rainfall volume.

The findings of Chapter In suggest that the
volume/peak ratio (or the median lag) may be the
most appropriate duration of design rainfall. The
essential quantity is the volume of supply occurring
within this period and the actual duration of the main
supply burst i s of secondary importance. Effective
durations much great er than the volume/peak ratio
are relatively inefficient as producers of flood peaks
and are not likely to be typical for extreme floods .

1. Theoretical physical considerations. The
average supply duration for large floods on a particu lar watershed should depend on:
(a) The rainfall "burst characteristics" of
the flood producing storms.
(b) The loss rates which determine how much
of a particular burst becomes supply.

2. Effective durations for the sample watersheds.
The supply duration is not readily obtained from
streamflow and rainfall data. The method adopted in
this study involved a trial and error technique on a
digital computer, assuming a constant loss rate. For
ordinary purposes with small watersheds the supply
duration is sometimes con sidered to be approximately
equal to the rise time and this is tested graphically
in figure 11. It is concluded that the supply duration
is only 75"/o of the rise time, on the average, with a
standard error of 15%.

(c) The watershed lag. Large watersheds
are expect ed to have longer supply durations than
small watersheds.
The intense rainfall bursts in long duration
winter storms and short duration summer storms are
both associated with local convective cell activity [ 29) .
Those in the winter storms are a little longer, have
lower intensities and are not as distinctly different
from non- burst rainfall as those in the summer
storms.
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The loss rates in the long-duration winter
storms are relatively low. Therefore most of the
burst rainfall and some of the non-burst r ainfall may
both contribute to the supply hyetograph. On the
other hand the loss rates in the summer st orms are
high a nd usually only the short, very intense bursts
contribute to the supply hyetograph.
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Watershed lags are larger for the winter flood
group than for the summer flood group, apparently
because of the differences in vegetation. This factor
should influence the effective grouping of individual
bursts of rainfall. F or example, two bursts one hour
apart would cause two distinct hydrographs in a watershed with a lag of only 20 minutes . Two distinct
hydrographs would not be expect ed, however, if the
watershed lag were as high as 10 hours because in
this case, each individual burst would be distributed
over a longer time and they would have about the same
e ffect on the hydrograph as if they were grouped into
a single burst.
From the above considerations one would
e xpect shorter supply durations in the summer flood
group than in the winter flood group, with the mixed
group being somewhere in between. For design
purposes it is necessary to work initially from extreme rainfall data and this ·is essentially gross rainfall rather than supply. It is therefore more relevant
to consider the gross rainfall duration rather than the
supply duration.
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Fig. 11 Rise-time - s upply duration relationship
Figure 12 is intended to show whether the
supply duration changes systematically with the flood
magnitude. It indicates that larger floods have shorter
durations in the winter flood group and longer durations '
in the summer flood group, although the latter is not
very marked .
In Figure 13 the supply durations for the
largest floods are plotted against the median lags,
demonstrating that:
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Supply duration relationship

3. The des ign rainfall. After adopting the
representative lag as an appropriate design duration
of rainfall, the question of return period s hould b e
examined more closely. The same return period is
often assumed for the rainfall and the associated
flood but this is not necessarily correct. The matter
may be settled for the small sample watersheds by figure
14 which shows the probabilities ofthe gr oss rainfall
plotted against t he estimated probabilities of the
associated floods for the available sample of events.
The gross rainfalls in a period equal to the rep:;esentative lag were used, except wh en the supply duratlon exceeded the representative lag. In these cases the supply
durations were assumed equal to the durations of gross
rainfall.
Although the scatter in figure 14 is very broad
the essential issue is that approximately the same
number of points fall on e ach side of the 45° line for
the full range of values, indicating t hat, on the
average, the same return period applies to both rainfall and the associated floods. The average 100 year
flood, for example, corresponds with the average 100
year rainfall for the watersheds considered.

(a) Supply durations do not usually ex ceed the
median l ag in large floods.
(b) Supply durations are not strongly

correlated with median lags for any of
the flood groups. Their mean values are
0 . 3 hours for t he summer group, 0 . 6
hours for the m ixed flood group and 0. 9
hours for the winter group.
The above refers to supply durations but in
previous sections it was argued that gross rainfall
durations are more relevant for estimating design
floods from extreme rainfall data. However, for
small watersheds it is unreasonable to use the entire
storm dur ation for a hydrograph caused mainly by one
short burst and there does not appear to be any satisfactory method of determining wha t part of the
gross rainfall should be separated fo: t his purpose.
It is essential that the selected duratlon be at least
as long as the supply duration but. it can al_so be considerably longer. This extra pertod of ram would
have no effect on the flood estimates, provided all
the "non -supply" rainfall is included in the loss.

It is not suggested that the above co~clu~ion
applies to all small watersheds, .in f~ct, t_her_e 1S ~Vldence
to show that it it not true in certam chmatlc s 1tuahons
where the highest rainfall intensities (and return
periods) occur i n brief summer thunderstorms on dry
watersheds but cause only minor or moderate floods
(30) . In these cases the extreme floods are c aused by
rainfall of lower intensity in long duration storms
after watersheds have become very wet. Under such
conditions the return periods of the extreme floods
would tend to be higher than the return periods of the
associated rainfall.

In section 1 it was postulated that the median
lag or volume/peak ratio may be th_e best "effective
duration" for design purposes but f1gures 11, 1 2 and
13 suggest that durations of this magnitude a_re ~oi?e
what longer than necessary. As a comprom1se 1t lS
proposed that the representat~ve lag be used. f~r the
effective duration of gross ra1nfall because 1t lS
s horter than the volume I peak ratio but larger tha n
m ost of the supply durations in extreme floods. It
is also conveniently estimated from figure 10. The
combined effects of loss rates and rainfall variability
account for cases in which the supply duration tends
to be much shorter than the representative lag and
these should present no s pecial difficulties either in
the estimation procedures or in physical interpretation.

A plot similar to figure 14 has been pre sented by Hiemstra and Reich [5) , using a different
set of flood events from oth er small watersheds in
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U. S. A. The conclusions that may be drawn from
this plot are the same as those from figure 14 .

relatively simple matter to obtain the r equired rainfall volume from published data such as U. S. Weather
Bureau Technical Paper No. 40 [ 31) . This procedure
will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter VI.

When the r etur n period and effective dur ation
of the design rainfall are known it is usually a
Retum period of
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Chapter V
THE DESIGN LOSS FACTOR
In devel oping a complet e rainfall-runoff model
for small watersheds in Australia, the author found
that runoff is bett e r expressed a s a percent age when
it is only a small fraction of t he rainfall (less than
10o/o) ( 16] . In other cases, however, it is better
expr e ssed as a residual. For estim ati ng design floods
the residual approach appears preferable because
design floods a r e generally expected to comprise a
large part of the r a i nfall.

A relativel y large part of the rainfall does not
become runoff, even under extreme flood conditions.
T his water is us ually refe rred to by engi neer s a s
"loss, "although the suitability of such a term is
oft en questioned, especially by soil hydrologists.
The physi cal phenomena associated with losses
ar e rathe r complex, i nvolving infiltrat ion, interception, e vapot rans piration and s imilar processes. Most
of these phenomena are now well understood from the
physical point of view (32] but the treat ment of losses
i s still a weak link in t he e stimation of both spe cific
and design floods from rainfall.

2. Applications of design loss rat es. For la r ge
wat er sheds de s ign floods are often estimated by the
"unit hydrogr aph - loss rate" method which involves
the fo llowing s t eps :

1. Should runoff be r egar ded as a residual or
percentage of rainfall? In order to answer this
question, one should cons ide r how the r e levant
physical processes are best described in mathematical terms. Before the 1940 ' s the "runoff coefficient"
approach was widely accepted by engine e r s perhap s
mainly for computational reasons. Th is approach
implies that runoff is a percentage of rainfall, which
was r egar ded as illogi cal by proponents of the s o called "infiltration theory. "

(a) Adoption of a unit hydrograph for the
particul ar water shed. T his is obtained eit he r from
s t reamflow data or by synthesis from watershed
parameters (e. g., by the Clark-Johnston or TaylorSwarz methods [35] ) .
(b) Selection of a "design loss rate" which is
usually bet ween . 0 1 and .1 0 inches per hour [ 36, 37] .
(c) Sel ection of a typical pattern of gross
rainfall, i.e. either early- peaking, late- peaking or
unifor m .

Infilt rat ion theor y treat s r unoff as the r esidu al when deductions ar e made for infiltration and
this concept has become widely accepted as a fundam ental i nterpretat ion of rainfall- runoff phenomena.
However, the theory has a number of defi ciencies as
described elsewhere by the author ( 16, 21] . Flood
estimation techniques involving "loss r ates" or 'phiindices" are recommended by the standard textbooks
and these are practical applications of infilt ration
theor y .

(d) Selection of a number of appropriat e
rainfall durations and the calculation of corresponding
supply hyetographs by using (b), (c) and the required
return period.
(e) Application of the unit hydrograph to the
supply hyetographs of (d) . The resulting flood hydr o graph with the hi ghest peak flow is adopted as the
design hydrograph.

During recent years some studies have
suggested that t here are condit ions in which runoff
is more appropriately treated as a percentage of
r ai nfall. In these studies the impervious a nd "runoffproducing" pa rts of a watershed have been given
special emphasis (33, 34).

Laurenson and Pilgrim [ 36] and Pilgrim [ 37] who
derived the general distribution of loss-rates shown
in figure 15. T he same distribution was found to
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T he selection of s uitabl e design loss rates
(i. e. st ep (b)) has been discussed very thoroughly by
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Fig. 15 Comparison of loss rate distributions
(using same class intervals as r efs. 36 and 37)
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apply to Australia, U.S. A., and New Zealand for
floods on large wat ersheds. It does not apply to
s~al~ wa.tersheds in u,. S. A., however, as shown by
d1stnbut10ns B and C m figure 15 . It may be seen
that these watersheds tend to have higher loss rates,
especially in western U. S. A .

5

Distribution B was derived from the Colorado
State University data assembly, using the records of
about 200 watersheds less than 50 square miles from
the entire U.S. A. Distribution C was derived from
the data of the 38 sampl e watersheds in western
U. S. A. as described in Chapter U. A digital computer was used for calculating the loss rates for
distributions B and C but the method was essentially
the same as Laurenson and Pilgrim 1s.
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Fig. 17 Loss rate relationships

Figure 16 shows the distribution of los s rates
averaged over the effective durations for the sample
watersheds in western U . S. A. A very wide range of
values is indicated, with larger values in the summer
and mixed flood groups than in the winter flood groups.
Figure 17 shows the relationship between instantaneous
loss rates and loss rates averaged over the effective
duration.

(

I

.,.· I 5

0

The above loss rates are calculated for small
increments of time and may be regarded as average
"instantaneous" loss rates during the supply period.
If the representative lag is adopted as the effective
duration for design floods it is more convenient to
deal with loss rates averaged over this period rather
than the supply period.
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Fig. 18 Relationship between loss rates and flood
magnitudes

Fig. 16 Loss rate distributions for sample watersheds
3. Do large r floods have s maller loss rates ? In
figure 18 the ratios of loss rate I median loss rate for
each event are plotted against the probabilities of the
assoc iated floods. No relationship is indicated and it
may be concluded that the median loss rate is the
typical value associated with extreme floods , as well
as common floods , in the area of interest.
The above conclusion is compatible with that
of Chapter IV, that rainfall and floods have the same
average return period, and it should be possible to
deduce one of these conclus ions from the other. Each
deviation from the 4 5° line in figure 14 may be related
to the corresponding loss rate and the randomness of
these deviations is merely repeated by figure 18 .
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4. Estimating design loss rates. Adopting the
median loss rate (average over effective duration) as
the most appropriate design loss rate, the next problem is to estimate this value for ungaged watersheds.
Figure 19 shows an attempt to relate the median loss
rates of the sample watersheds to the S. C. S. "average
curve number" or CN value ( 2] . The CN value is a
very logical index of the watershed loss potential a nd
is calculated from vegetation cover and soil characteristics (8, 38, 39] . Unfortunately it did not seem to
explain any of the variability in the correlations between median loss rate and could not be used for estimation purposes. T he correlations between median
loss rate and most of the other availabl e watershed

2.0

parameters were investigated but no significant conclusions could be drawn from any of these. If the
watersheds are grouped into the classes shown in
Table 4, the variability is considerably reduced,
giving unsatisfying guide to the values that may be
expected under various conditions.

Winter flood group

0

Summer flood group

•

Mixed flood group

"

1.5

Tabl e 4 shows the mean of the median loss rates
for each class of watersheds and this value could
possibly be used for design purposes in the absence of
any other relevant data. The topic requires further
invest igation with more detailed data on soils and
vegetation, and a larger number of flood events than
were available for this study.
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TABLE 4 MEDIAN LOSS RATES (

r)

Soil Groups
A a nd B
Me anr
Stand . Devn.

FOR SAMPLE WATERSHEDS

Soil Groups
C and D
Mean r
Stand. Devn .

Winter Floods

. 26

. 15

. 14

. 07

Mixed Floods

1. 06

. 36

. 59

. 18

Summer Floods

1. 20

. 33

. 92

. 47
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Chapter VI
COMPLETE FLOOD ESTIMATION
It is possible to integrate the various findings of
this study to provide a fairly simple method of estim ating extreme flood peaks from extreme rainfall
data for small watersheds in western U . S. A.

The use of this coefficient speeds up the calculation
of the design rainfall and requires only one basic
rainfall frequency map showing the 10 year 1 hour
rainfall. Alternatively, the design rainfall volume
P y may be extracted directly from one of the stapdard

1. The rational-loss rate method. In Chapter ill
it was shown that the flood peak (q) may be related to
the supply volume (Q) by:

~
"' 1.1 K r if
q
i. e.

~

q

K

..

if D <

1. 1 Kr

(P-R) if D <

1.1 K

r

The "method was derived from analyses of
simple hydrographs separated from base flow and,
in some cases, other hydrographs. Peak flows calculated as above do not include this "supplementary
flow" which may be important in some design situations.

Kr

other symbols are as defined in Chapter ill.
In the design situation it may be assumed that
1.1 Kr and the effective duration of rainfall is

Suppl ementary flow was investigated i n the
sample flood events and was found to be insignificant
in the summer flood group. In the other groups it
was found to be roughly proportional to the associated
peak flow, having an average value of 711/o of the peak
flow for the winter flood group and 2% for the mixed
flood group. No significant differences in the percentages could be attributed to the magnitude of the
flood, i. e . the percentages were no larger in larger
floods .

The above equation may therefore be written:
q = 0. 9
y
Kr

(Py - Ry)

(5)

or

It is convenient to allow for these effects by
adopting coefficients higher than O. 9 in equation (5).

where qy • flood peak with return period y
Py • volume of rainfail in duration K with
return period y
r

Other complications could occur in areas
where different return periods apply to the design
rainfall and the associated floods , as mentioned in
Chapter IV.

F y • coefficient corresponding with y and Kr'
obtained from figure 20
P

1

I(L.
r

Some complications in the rational-loss rate
method

gross rainfall in period Kr

= total loss in period

R

(4)

< 1. 1 Kr

=

The above procedure is consistent with the
requirements a nd limitations of estimating design
floods from extreme rainfall data. It is extremely
simple and has the considerable advantage that the
user is readily aware of the significance of each com ponent of the calculation. This also gives the method
a high degree of flexibility, when extr~ information is
available.·

r

0. 9
Kr
where p

D

sources (31) and F P 1 calculated from F P l
y
y

A more general expression of the rationalloss rate formula may be postulated to cover some of
the above difficulties , i.e.

= 10 year, 1 hour rainfall which is used as
an index value

r • median loss rate averaged over Kr.

(6)

Equation (5) may be called the ''rational-loss
rate" formula because it combines some of the features of the old rational formula with the loss rate
principle.

where qx
C

design flood peak with return period x

= a coefficient that is generally 0. 9 but
may be increased to allow for supplementary flow if necessary.

The value of Kr may be estimated from
figure 10 and the median loss rate from Table 4 if no
ather data are available on t hese factors.

Fy

duration-frequency coefficient for y
and Kr
r z " mean loss rate corresponding with x
andy.

The "frequency-duration" coefficient F y is
obtained from figure 20 which was derived from the
general frequency- duration function proposed by the
author for extreme rainfall of short duration [ 29] .
17
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for wate r s heds l arger tha n 10 squar e m ile s , a s s hown
by the test watersheds.

Testi ng the m e thod

Equatio n (5) was used to estimate the 10 yea r
3. Conclus ions and s ummary. The main connoods on the test watersheds described in Chapter II.
clusions of this study may be summarized by:
The results are listed in Table 5 where they may be
compa r ed with the 10 year floo ds derived from str eam(a) The estimation of design floods s houl d be
s treamflow data.
r egarded as a more generalized procedure than the
estimation of specific floods .
2. Discussion of r esults. Table 5 shows that the
rational-loss rate method does not give very accurate
(b) High accuracy cannot be expected in estiestimates of the 10 year flood, as may be expect ed for
mating e xtreme floods fro m extreme rainfall.
t he reasons outlined ea r l ie r . T he m ain source of
trouble is evidently i n the estimation of the median
(c ) For design flood estimation a single parameloss rate which was done by m eans of Table 4. In six
ter is sufficient to e xpress t he t ime - distr ibuti ng
of t he lar ger watersheds the estimat ed m e dian loss
c haracterist ics of a watershed. The suggested
rate was greater t han the rainfall factor (F 10 P 1) reparameter is the represent ative lag which is closely
r esulting in calculated negative values for t h e r equired r el ated to the volume I pe ak rat io.
flood peak. In cases s u ch as these, where the flood
runoff is very small compared with the rainfall, it
(d) For s mall watersheds i n western U.S. A .
may be better no t to use the r esidual approach, as
the same return period m a y be assigned t o the des ign
discussed in Chapter V.
flood and the corresponding ext rem e rai nfall.
It s e ems t ha t t he method cannot be strongly
recommended for pr acti cal applications u nless t he
median loss rate can be estimated with great er confidence. Never t he less the results s hown in T able 5
are no worse than would be expected with most other
methods, as indi cated by the recent study of Hiemstra
and Reich (5). It is doubtful t hat a ny ot he r m ethod
accounts for the loss factor in a more satisfactory
manner than equation (6) except, pe rhaps , when the
runoff rates a r e s mall compared with the g r oss rainfall rates. Unfortunately these conditio ns may be
common in arid and semi-arid regions, particularly

(e) The ratio nal- loss rat e method is s uggested
for estimating extreme floods from extreme rainfall
because of its s implicity, flexibility , and consistency
with the requirements a nd limit a t io ns of the pr oblem.
However, it cannot be recommended strongly on the
basis of its reproductions of the 10 year floods on the
test wate r s heds.
(f) The estimation of median loss rates is the
m ajor source of error in t he r ational- l oss rat e met hod
method and if this could be improved t he method
would probably be very satisfactory.
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TABLE 5
Watershed

T ESTING OF RATIONAL - LOSS RATE METHOD
An•a v,•gt•lalit111 lkJllV! ',
11 1no•l
I'
I' Esti~ated Estimated Observed
10 1
Sq.M. CnVt'l'
Soil (.'Ia'"'
r
ql D
ql O
1."1{·

3 - 6 - 18

I. 19

c

1. 2

~ -

s - z - 55

z. 39

B

2.0

5 - 2 - 66

0 . 16

B

n

I. 42

I. 20

.20

.25

W-8

0.62

.26

. 36

.20

0.8

W-B

I. 16

. 26

. 90

.20

5 - 5 - 19

18.7

B

5. I

W-B

o. 28

.26

. 02

• 02

Devlla Ck., Idaho

13.0

B

3. 5

W-8

o. 30

. 2.6

• 04

. 02

0

1.0

M- 8

2..48

I. 06

I. 42

.32

II. 6

c

2. 6

S - C

0. 69

0.92

0

. 06

Tularosa Trib, N.M. 13. 8

2. 7

S-C

I . 38

0.92

.46

• 27

2.2

M-B

I. 56

I. 06

. 50

.23

27 - 07 - 04
31 - 09 - 39

5. 4 3

43 - 09 - 31

8. 31

c
c

43 - 09 - 05

0.28

0

0.4

M-B

5.2.0

I. 06

4. 14

3. 2.0

B

3. 9

S -C

O.J.O

0.92

0

. 01

o. 7

S-B

I. &2

I. 20

. 42

. 60

3. 2

M-C

o. 4·7

.59

0

. 02

44 - 05 - 09

18.0

44 - 06 - 30

2 1. 4

c
c

Coserove Ck. , Cal.

20.6

A

5. 6

W-C

0. 29

. 14

. 15

. 21

I..oet Ck., Idaho

29.4

B

4.6

W-B

0.23

.26

0

. 03

Lamoille C k. , Nevada 25.0

0

1.7

s-c

o. 4 3

. 92

0

. 04

Katzer Drain, Neb.

45. 9

0

2, I

S-C

I. 02

.92

• 10

. 04

Madera Canyon,Texas 53.8

0

2. 3

M-B

I. I 2

I. 06

. 06

. 12

37 - 04 - 03

29. 6

B

4. 6

W -B

0. 29

• 26

.OJ

. 04

Granite Creek Az.

39. 6

0

2.0

S-C

0. 87

.92

0

.II

3 1 - 09 - 02

O.Z8
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watersheds, storm runoff

Abstract: Thcr·e at·e distinct differences between the estimation of specific floods
from data on specific rainfall events and the estimation of design or r epresentati ve
floods from t•ainfall statist i cs, The !alter should be regarded as a more generalized
procedut·e in which high accuracy cannot be e xpected. Many of the physical details
of specific events are Irrelevant fo r the estimation of representative events. It is
shown t hat a single parametet· is sufficient to express the time - distJ·ibuting charactel'istics of a watershed for design purposes. The sug~;ested parameter is the
representative lag which is closely related to the volume/peak ratio. For small
watersheds In western U. S. A., it is demonstrated that the same return period
may be assigned to the design flood and \he corresponding extreme rainfall,
This finding Is not expected to apply to all climatic situations but it may be a
reasonable assumption in the absence of any other information. The rationalloss rate method, which is presented in \his paper, is suggested for estimating
extrem e floods from extreme rainfall because of its simplic ity, flexibility and
consistency with the requirements and limitations of the problem. Howeve r, it
does not give very satisfactory reproduct ions of the 10 year floods on the \est
watet·sheds and cannot be strongly supported by this performance. The estimation o f median loss rates is the weakest aspect of the rational-loss rate method
and further investigation of this particular topic seems justified.
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